
Attendance Drive Incentive Program 

 

Mission Statement: 

To encourage individuals through out the Principality to take an active role in their parks 

by helping to recruit new players to the game and doing what it takes to keep them 

coming back. 

 

When:  Beginning @ Midreign and lasting for 1 six month period. 

 

Who:  Any member of a province with in the Principality of the Rosetta Pact.  

 

Information for Participants: 

1. Anyone is allowed to compete as long as they are members of a province within 

the PRP. 

2. You will accumulate points by accomplishing the following objectives: 

a. You will receive 1 point the first time you bring (sponsor) a new player to 

the park and it is their first time to come out. 

b. You will receive an additional 1 point if that player comes out at least 3 

times, demonstrating that they want to be part of this game and your park! 

c. Example 1:  Player A brings New Guy X out to a park day:  Player A 

Receives 1 Point 

d. Example 2:  Player A encourages New Guy X to continue coming to game 

days and New Guy X comes out 3 more times: Player A receives 1 

additional point.  

3. The top 3 scoring individuals through out the PRP at the end of the competition 

will be awarded a choice of prizes to include but not limited too: Garb, Weapons 

(Live Steel and Amtgard), Armor and who knows what else. 

 

Information for Local Prime Ministers: 

1. During this process you will be asked (pleaded with begged☺) to keep a tally of 

these points for your park members.  The easiest way to do this will be to keep a 

separate sign in sheet or tally sheet and make the name of the player, the new guy, 

how many times the new guy has been out and how many points the player has 

received. 

2. Example: 

Attendance Drive Incentive Program Record Sheet 
Date: Sponsor Name New Player Name 5 Times Returned Points Awarded 

03/01/07 Joe Player Joe NewGuy  1 

     

 

3. The idea being you create an entry for the sponsor and the new guy and then 

check mark each time the new guy comes back until his 3rd return to the park.  At 

that point you would go ahead and award him the additional 1 additional point for 

a total of 2 points for that sponsor.   

4. Keep the tally sheets running until half way through the competition and then at 

coronation you will turn them in to the Micah and continue with new sheets at 

your parks.   



 

I hope this all makes sense to everyone and that it isn’t well as clear as mud hehe.  If 

there are any questions then please let me know. 

 

*NOTE* I am looking for people to donate prizes for this, so if you are interested in 

donating anything garb, live steel, amtgard weapons, armor, anything then please let me 

know at micahm@trackevac.com 

 

Thanks 

  

 


